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PROFILE SUMMARY

This profile focuses on the internal displacement that occurred in the aftermath of the
armed conflict from 1973 to 1997 in the Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT) in the eastern part
of Bangladesh. Of a total CHT population of almost one million (1991 census), the
Government CHT Task Force estimated that 130,000 persons remained internally
displaced as of July 2000 (IFRC July 2000).

Prior to the creation of Bangladesh as a state in 1971, the population in the CHT was
mainly composed of 13 different indigenous tribes, commonly called the Jumma people
(UNPO 1997). The indigenous population is predominantly Buddhist and their culture
and social customs differ from the rest of the Bangladesh population. Until the 1960s, the
CHT enjoyed a high degree of autonomy with little interference from the ruling
governments (AI 2000, section 2).

Conflict over land together with the pressure for assimilation into the majority culture of
Bangladesh constituted the background to the armed conflict (AI, 2000, section 2). Since
the 1960’s, and particularly after the creation of Bangladesh, the Government resettled
landless and poor peasant Muslim Bengalis from the densely populated and land scarce
delta region, in the CHT. Often, the local tribal population was evicted from their land.
An armed indigenous group, Shanti Bahini, waged a low-level conflict in the CHT from
the early 1970's. The government responded by forcefully imposing its strategy of
"Bengalizing" the CHT until a peace agreement came into effect in December 1997 (AI
February 2000). In addition to a fast growing military presence in the region, Bengali
settlers were also mobilised against the indigenous population. During this period, the
demography of the CHT changed drastically: from constituting only 9 percent of the
population in the CHT in 1947, the non-tribal percentage increased to almost 50 percent
in the last census of 1991 (UNPO 1997).

Information about uprooting of the indigenous population varies. Amnesty International
states that more than 50 per cent of the indigenous population were forced to leave or fled
massacres, arbitrary detention, torture and extrajudicial executions (AI, 2000, section 1),
while USCR more carefully estimates that some 64,000 Jumma people sought refuge in
India while more than 60,000 others became internally displaced (USCR 2000).

After more than two decades of armed conflict, a Peace Accord which granted the CHT a
higher degree of self-governance, was signed in 1997 between the Government of
Bangladesh and the main organization of the indigenous people, PCJSS. Since then, the
Bangladesh Government maintains that virtually all problems in the CHT have been
solved. (UNCERD 30 May 2000, UNHCHR 14 August 2000).

However, although the Accord paved the way for the return of Jummas who had sought
refuge in India, it did not resolve the problem of internal displacement in the CHT. The
land issue remains at the core of the current problems. While property rights of the tribal
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population have been regulated by local traditions and not registered in public records,
the Bengali settlers obtained official documents certifying their ownership of the land.
After the Peace Accord, the Bengali settlers were dispossessed of land previously
belonging to returning Jumma refugees and their papers were considered invalid. Many
Bengali settlers were therefore relocated several times upon return of the Jumma
refugees, and in some cases made landless. According to figures from the government
CHT Task Force, some 38,000 non-tribal people had become internally displaced in 2000
(IFRC, July 2000). However, PCJSS do not consider non-tribal people internally
displaced and demands that they be relocated outside the CHT (RAWOO 2000).

Not surprisingly, many Bengali settlers, backed by the military and the main opposition
party in Bangladesh, refused to give up the land to the returning Jumma refugees. Based
on available figures, it may be suggested that about 30,000 persons have not been able to
regain possession of their land - thus making them internally displaced upon return to the
CHT (AI February 2000, section 5.2).

For the estimated 60,000 Jumma people who remained internally displaced within the
CHT during the conflict, the situation is still unresolved. While at least half of the
refugees got their land back upon return from India, the large majority of the internally
displaced are awaiting their case to solved by a land commission that was created as part
of the Peace Accord. The work of the land commission has not yet started. The internally
displaced are therefore left in the same situation as when the Accord was signed more
than three years ago.

Apart from the land question, other parts of the Accord remain to be implemented, the
most serious being that most of the non-permanent army camps have not been closed
down. Opposition to the Peace Accord both within the Jumma society and from the
Bangladesh opposition party, BNP, further hampers a solution to the problem of internal
displacement in the CHT (AI February 2000, section 2). The tribal population is
reportedly still victims of human rights abuses by Bangladesh security forces (UNCERD
22 March 2001).

Very limited information is available about the current situation of the internally
displaced in the CHT. Although the conflict in the CHT caught the attention of the
international community and the Peace Accord was generally well received, the presence
of international actors on the ground is limited. While humanitarian access has improved
and the Government launched a rehabilitation package for the internally displaced, no
information has been found on assistance activities specifically targeting this group. A
study from one area claimed that the internally displaced population suffered from
starvation and diseases (Daily Star, 16 February 1999). Most of the internally displaced
live scattered in the remote and inhospitable hill and forest areas with limited livelihood
and with no access to health care facilities (USCR 2000).

Although not a topic in this profile, internal displacement in Bangladesh is most often
associated with the devastating cyclones and floods that regularly occur in this country.
In addition to such large-scale natural disasters, close to one million people are displaced
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annually by the inundation of flood plains, erosion and the shifting courses of the
country’s major river systems. During bad years this figure can sometimes increase to 5
million. Population displacement is further aggravated by the fact that some 50 per cent
of the over 130 million population is landless and many are therefore forced to live on
and cultivate flood-prone land (GECHS 1998, Appendix III, p.60, IFRC March 2001,
OCHA October 2000 ).
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CAUSES AND BACKGROUND OF DISPLACEMENT

Main causes of displacement in the Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT)

 During the 1970s and 1980s a massive influx of non-indigenous settlers in the
Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT) leads to violent conflict

•  From the 1960s, the Pakistan and then the Bangladesh governments encourage and promotes
migration of Bengali settlers into the CHT

•  By 1985, the Bengali population amounts to almost 50% of the indigenous population
•  Mounting tensions over land  leads to militarization of the conflict and atrocities against the civil

population

"Pressure for land to cultivate had in the past led to the migration of large numbers of
non-tribal people from other parts of Bangladesh into the Chittagong Hill Tracts. This
process was actively encouraged by governments since the 1960s." (AI February 2000,
section 2)

"With the 1971 separation of Bangladesh from Pakistan, the Bengali government in
Dhaka began a push to "Bengalize" the Chittagong Hill peoples. The Bengali invasion
was stepped up in 1979 by Bangladesh's active encouragement of settlers to move into
the area. By 1980, Dhaka had received enough international assistance (US AID,
Sweden, World Health Organization, UNICEF) to provide the settlers with transportation,
money, a six month food supply, and 2.5 to 5 acres of land for each family. In 1982, an
additional 250,000 Bengalies were brought into the area. By 1985, the Bengali population
amounted to 400,000 settlers and 40,000 army personnel, almost 75 percent of the
original number of the area's inhabitants and owners." (Nietschmann 1986)

"... land related conflicts between the indigenous people and the newly arrived Bengalis
(virtually all of whom were Muslim, unlike the indigenous population, which was largely
non-Muslim) represented a source of conflict with the Government. The military solution
chosen by the Government led to violence, especially after 1980, between the armed
forces, associated with the new Bengali population, and the indigenous people, especially
the organization Chattagram Jana Samhati Samiti (PCJSS) and its armed division, Shanti
Bahini."(UN GA, August 2000, para. 69)

"Violent army operations in the Chittagong Hill Tracts began in March 1980 when it was
reported that 22 soldiers were ambushed by the Shanti Bahini in the village of Kaukhali
west of Rangamati where Bengali families were being resettled. The army retaliated by
deliberately firing on two groups of unarmed tribal people killing a number of villagers
after they were ordered to line up.(3) From then on, Bengali settlers began to attack the
tribal people apparently at the instigation of the army or in conjunction with the
operations of army personnel. The army reportedly recruited armed groups known as
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Village Defence Parties (VDP - also called village defence police) from the new settlers
and provided them with firearms to resist the Shanti Bahini. Official figures indicate that
more than 8,500 rebels, soldiers and civilians have been killed during two decades of
insurgency. The number of civilians killed is estimated at 2,500." (AI February 2000,
section 2)

 Atrocities against the indigenous population leads to substantial displacement (1975-
1992)

•  Over 50% of the tribal population is displaced and become either refugees in India (some 64,000)
or internally displaced  (more than 60,000)

•  The land of the displaced population is often confiscated

"… more than two decades of protected [sic] conflict in the form of insurgency and
counter-insurgency operation in the Chittagong Hill Tracts, south-eastern part of
Bangladesh displaced more than 50% of hill peoples' population. During the conflicting
period at least twelve massacres upon the hill peoples were committed by Bangladesh
armed forces7. As result of this conflict a kind of centrifugal and centripetal tendency of
population displacement was observed. Just to avoid the conflict and atrocities of
government military some groups of hill people silently moved toward the small towns
and administrative centers while others moved toward the deep forest and compel to live
a kind of nomadic existence. In 1986 at the height of the conflict 60,000 of them had
become refugee in Tripura state of India." (Chakma February 2000)

"People displaced between August 1975 and August 1992 are considered IDPs. Some
60,000 tribal people were internally displaced during this period. They included people
whose villages were attacked, whose neighbours were massacred and whose homes were
burnt during army operations. They left everything behind for safer areas moving to
neighbouring villages, to relatives or started anew in the forest interior. The settlers
confiscated their land and in many instances obtained official certificates of ownership.
Internally displaced tribals represent a significant portion of the tribal population and
their rehabilitation will continue to be a major task."(AI February 2000, para. 5.3)

 1997 Peace Accord paves the way for return of refugees in India, but many become
internally displaced upon return to the CHT

•  1997: Peace Accord paves the way for return of CHT refugees in India
•  Many returnees become internally displaced upon return
•  Restitution of land from Bengali settlers to the displaced tribal population remains at the core of

the conflict
•  Economic rehabilitation of the internally displaced has not yet started (as of end 1999)
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"A peace accord was signed between the Jana Smahati Samiti (JSS), the political
organization of the hill peoples and the government of Bangladesh on 2nd December
1997. The CHT refugees in Tripura, India also returned to their homeland. But they
became displaced for the second time in their life as after returning to their homeland
they had found their lands and homesteads are occupied by the settlers." (Chakma,
February 2000)

"A committee to facilitate their [the internally displaced] rehabilitation has been set up,
but it is not known what measures have been taken in this regard. One major problem is
to determine the ownership of tribal land. This ranges from privately registered land and
lands under customary and prescriptive ownership neither of which is marked in public
records. IDPs reportedly continue to have little access to farming lands, non-farm
dwellings, safe drinking water and sanitation facilities, healthcare and education. The
economic rehabilitation of the IDPs has not yet begun in earnest." (AI February 2000,
para. 5.3)

Background of the conflict

 Geographical overview of the CHT and ethnic composition of the population

•  About 13 indigenous ethnic groups, collectively known as the Jumma people, live in the CHT
area

•  The indigenous people in the CHT differ ethnically, culturally and religiously from the rest of the
population in Bangladesh

•    In 1947, the share of indigenous population in the CHT exceeded 90 percent. The last census in
1991 concluded that the indigenous population amounted to 51% of the total population while
49% were non-indigenous Bengalis

"The Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT) in southeastern Bangladesh covers an area of
approximately 5,093 square miles, about 10 per cent of the total land area of Bangladesh.
It borders India to the north and Myanmar (Burma) to the east. It consists of several
valleys running in a northwest to south easterly direction, with ridges rising to 3,000 feet.
This upland, forested area is in stark contrast to the landscape of other parts of
Bangladesh, which is flat and subject to regular monsoon flooding. The area is relatively
rich in natural resources, with fruit growing there in abundance. There is also timber,
bamboo and gas, and possibilities for oil exploration have been actively pursued in recent
years." (AI February 2000, section 2)

"However, the region is much poorer than the rest of the country. Per capita income is 40
percent lower than the national average. The literacy rate is also lower due to the limited
income of parents, poor access to schools, a shortage of teachers and the fact that children
are kept at home for household and income-generating activities."(ADB 26 October
2000)
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"Prior to the creation of Bangladesh in 1971, the population of the area consisted almost
entirely of people from 13 different indigenous tribes. The tribal people who differ
significantly from the majority population of Bangladesh are of Sino-Tibetan descent,
have a distinctive appearance with Mongoloid features and are predominantly Buddhists,
with small numbers of Hindus. They differ linguistically and in their social organization,
marriage customs, birth and death rites, food, agriculture techniques and other social and
cultural customs from the people of the rest of the country." (AI February 2000, section
2)

"About 13 indigenous ethnic groups, collectively known as the Jumma people, live in the
CHT area. The three largest groups are the Chakma, the Marma and the Tripura
The total population of the CHT, in 1991 census, was 974,445 of which 51,43% were
indigenous Jumma people and 48,57% were non-indigenous Bengalis. At the time of the
independence of India in 1947, only 9% of the population of the CHT was non-
indigenous." (UNPO 1997,  web page)

 During the 1960s and 1970s CHT loses its autonomous status and the construction of
the Kaptai dam uproots the indigenous population (1957-1963)

•  Some 100,000 Chakma tribals lose their homes and land during construction of the Kaptai dam
without getting adequate compensation for lost land

•  Over 40,000 Chakma tribals cross the border into India
•  CHT enjoyed limited self-government during British rule, but the Pakistan withdraws this special

status in 1963 After independence of Bangladesh, the tribal population in 1972 calls on the
government for autonomy of the CHT

•  The rejection of this proposal leads to the creation of an insurgent group called the PCJSS - the
Chittagong Hill Tracts People's Solidarity Association with an armed wing called Shanti Bahini

"… non-governmental sources (particularly ethnic communities) noted that under the
British administration, the Chittagong Hill Tracts had enjoyed a special autonomous
status under which the sale or transfer of land to non-indigenous populations was
prohibited. After Pakistan gained independence in 1947, the region lost that special
status, particularly as a result of a constitutional amendment introduced in 1963. The
Government authorized and encouraged the settling of non-indigenous populations in the
Chittagong Hill Tracts, as well as the transfer of land ownership and other resources to
non-indigenous populations. (UN GA, August 2000, para.69)

"The origin of the problems in the Chittagong Hill Tracts is believed to be the completion
of a dam at Kaptai near Rangamati between 1957 and 1963 when the area was
administered by Pakistan. At least 54,000 acres of settled cultivable land, mostly farmed
by the Chakma tribe, were lost in 1957 when the government began the construction of
the Karnaphuli hydroelectric project. Over 400 square miles of land were submerged with
far-reaching effects on the economy and life-style of the tribal people there. Some
100,000 people lost their homes and prime agricultural lands. Compensation for lost land
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was inadequate and over 40,000 Chakma tribals crossed the border into India where the
majority have sought Indian citizenship." (AI February 2000, section 2)

"This policy was pursued after Bangladesh gained independence, despite the demands
made in 1972 by indigenous people for the restoration of the Chittagong Hill Tracts’
special status. From that point onward, land-related conflicts between the indigenous
people and the newly arrived Bengalis (virtually all of whom were Muslim, unlike the
indigenous population, which was largely non-Muslim) represented a source of conflict
with the Government."(UN GA, 9 August 2000, para 69)

"In December 1971, Bangladesh became independent after a nine-month civil war
between the Pakistan army and the insurgency known as Mukti Bahini (liberation forces)
led by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. Some influential figures in the tribal population
supported Pakistan while others complained of being excluded from participation in the
war of independence. This nonetheless created the perception that the tribal people were
against the independence of Bangladesh.

In February 1972, a tribal delegation called on Prime Minister Sheikh Mujibur Rahman to
accept four basic demands: autonomy for the Chittagong Hill Tracts, together with
provisions for a separate legislative body; retention of the provision of the 1900
Regulation in the Bangladesh Constitution which allowed a form of self government; the
continuation of the offices of the traditional tribal chiefs; a constitutional provision
restricting amendment of the 1900 Regulation; and the imposition of a ban on the influx
of non-tribals into the area.

These demands were rejected, and the 1972 Constitution of Bangladesh made no
provision for any special status for the Chittagong Hill Tracts. On 7 March 1972
Manobendra Narayan Larma, together with his bother Bodhi Priyo Larma, formed
Parbattya Chattagram Jana Samhati Samiti (PCJSS - the Chittagong Hill Tracts People's
Solidarity Association).

Its armed wing, Shanti Bahini (peace force) was also formed in 1972, although it did not
become militarily active until mid-1970s when it began to attack military and
paramilitary personnel and their bases in the Chittagong Hill Tracts, as well as non-tribal
settlers, resulting in hundreds of deaths and the abduction of foreign nationals for ransom
money."  (AI February 2000, section 2)

 Several fruitless attempts at peace agreements during the 1980s and 1990s

•  During the 1980s and 1990s: several fruitless attempts at peace agreements
•  PCJSS declared a three month cease fire in 1992 which remained effective until the signing of the

Peace Accord in 1997
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"Successive governments in Bangladesh initiated dialogue with various groups
representing the tribal people of the CHT to explore solutions to the conflict. These at
times resulted in limited agreements between the two sides. One such agreement reached
in 1985 between the Government of General Ershad and a breakaway faction of the
PCJSS headed by Priti Kumar Chakma - known generally as the ''Priti Faction'' - resulted
in the surrender of some 300 ''Priti Faction'' fighters who accepted a rehabilitation
package offered by the government, but was rejected by the PCJSS headed by JB Larma.

Further meetings between General Ershad's Government and a committee representing
elements from the Chittagong Hill Tracts, resulted in the establishment of three district
elected councils in Rangamati, in Khagrachari and in Bandarban, each composed of a
two-thirds tribal majority with a tribal chairperson. The councils, which continue to
function, have limited administrative and supervisory authority over a number of
government departments including Fisheries, Agriculture, Small and Cottage Industries,
Public Health and Primary Education.

In May 1992, at the end of a visit to India by Prime Minister Begum Khaleda Zia, the two
governments in a joint declaration stated their commitment to a speedy repatriation of
tribal refugees to the Chittagong Hill Tracts. In July that year the Government of Begum
Khaleda Zia constituted a nine-member committee headed by a cabinet minister to make
recommendations to the government on how to resolve the conflict. The committee was
active until early 1996. There has been no public information about any recommendations
the committee may have made.

In August 1992, PCJSS declared a unilateral cease-fire for three months which remained
in force indefinitely until the signing of the peace accord [in 1997]. (AI February 2000,
section 3)

 A Peace Accord which provides for the rehabilitation of the internally displaced is
signed in 1997

•   In 1996, Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina establishes the National Committee on Chittagong Hill
Tracts  to work out a solution to the conflict in Chittagong Hill Tracts

•  On 2 December 1997, a ''Peace Accord'' was signed between the Committee and the PCJSS
•  The Accord addresses the rehabilitation of tribal refugees and internally displaced
•  A land commission to be established which will settle land disputes between returning tribal

people and Bengali settlers
•  The decisions of the land commission shall be deemed to be final

"The Government of Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina which assumed office in June 1996
following general elections, established a committee in October that year chaired by the
Chief Whip of the Bangladesh National Assembly to work out a solution to the conflict in
Chittagong Hill Tracts. The 12-member committee was made up of parliamentarians
from the ruling Awami League, the opposition BNP and Jatiya Party, retired government
officials and other professionals. The first meeting between the National Committee on
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Chittagong Hill Tracts and the leaders of the PCJSS was held in December 1996. Other
meetings followed and on 2 December 1997, an agreement generally known as the ''Peace
Accord'' was signed between the National Committee on Chittagong Hill Tracts and the
Parbhatia Chttagram Jana Sanghati Samiti (PCJSS) in the presence of highest
government authorities in Bangladesh." (AI February 2000, section 3)

Review of the Peace Accord by Amnesty International:

"4. The peace accord
 The most salient feature of the Accord is the establishment of the Chittagong Hill Tracts
Regional Council ''comprising the Local Government Councils of the three Hill
Districts''. It has 22 members and its tenure is five years. The Regional Council
Chairman, who shall be a tribal and who has the status of a state minister, as well as other
members of the Regional Council are elected by the members of the three Hill District
Councils. Pending the formation of an elected Regional Council, its responsibilities are
discharged by an interim Regional Council appointed by the Government.

Two thirds of the Regional Council members (12 male, 2 female) will be elected from the
amongst the tribal population with a special quota for each tribe. With regard to male
members, there will be 5 from the Chakma tribe, 3 from the Marma tribe, 2 from the
Tripura tribe, 1 from the Murong and Tanchowanga tribes, and 1 from the Lusai, Bwom,
Pangkho, Hkumi, Chak and Kaiang tribes. One female member is elected from the
Chakma and another from the rest of the tribes.

One third of Regional Council members (6 male, 1 female) will be elected from the non-
tribal population of the Chittagong Hill Tracts with members of each of the three Hill
District Councils electing two male members of the Regional Council. There are no
geographical conditions attached to the election of the non-tribal female member.(5)

The Regional Council has a coordinating function with regard to the development
activities in the three Hill Districts, general administration, law and order, NGO
activities, disaster management, and relief programs; its decision ''in the event of lack of
harmony or any inconsistency being found in the discharge of responsibilities given to the
three District Councils'' will be final.

 4.1 Legal issues:
Article C.9.e of the accord states: ''Tribal Law and Community adjudication shall be
within the jurisdiction of the Regional Council.'' Under Articles C.11 & 13 any legislation
inconsistent with the ''Local Government Council Act of 1989" shall be removed by law
on advice and recommendations from the Regional Council. Any new law in connection
with the Chittagong Hill Tracts will be enacted in consultation and on advice of the
Regional Council.
[…]
 4.3 Rehabilitation:
The Accord provides for the rehabilitation of tribal refugees and internally displaced
tribals, a land survey in consultation with the Regional Council to ''finally determine land
ownership of the tribal people through settling the land-disputes on proper verification
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and shall record their lands and ensure their rights thereto'' (Article D.2). Disputes will be
settled by a Land Commission with a minimum tenure of three years to ''resolve the
disputes in consonance with the law, custom and practice in force in the Chittagong Hill
Tracts''.

Article D.4 states:
''A commission (Land Commission) shall be constituted under the leadership of a retired
Justice for settlement of disputes regarding lands and premises. This Commission shall,
in addition to early disposal of land disputes of the rehabilitated refugees, have full
authority to annul the rights of ownership of those hills and lands which have been
illegally settled and in respect of which illegal dispossession has taken place. No appeal
shall be maintainable again the judgement this commission and the decision of this
commission shall be deemed to be final.''

The accord commit both sides to ''uphold the characteristics of tribal creed and culture''. It
commits the government to take back in phases all temporary camps of the army and the
Village Defence Force after the return of PCJSS members ''to normal life''. All job
vacancies are to be filled by the permanent dwellers of the Chittagong Hill Tracts with
priority given to the tribals.

Finally, under the accord a Ministry for the Chittagong Hill Tracts is established with a
minister appointed from the tribal people. An Advisory Committee comprising the
Minister for Chittagong Hill Tracts, Chairman/Representative of the Regional Council,
Chairman/representative of each of the three Hill District Councils, the three members of
parliament for the Chittagong Hill Tracts, the three tribal chiefs, and three non-tribal
members from among the permanent resident in the Chittagong Hill Tracts will be
established ''to lend support to this Ministry.'' The Accord provides for the rehabilitation
of tribal refugees and internally displaced tribals, a land survey in consultation with the
Regional Council to ''finally determine land ownership of the tribal people through
settling the land-disputes on proper verification and shall record their lands and ensure
their rights thereto'' (Article D.2). Disputes will be settled by a Land Commission with a
minimum tenure of three years to ''resolve the disputes in consonance with the law,
custom and practice in force in the Chittagong Hill Tracts''. " (AI February 2000, section
4)

"The commission will settle land disputes on the basis of the current laws, customs and
traditional rights. Until the partition of British India in 1947, land rights were determined
according to the CHT Regulation Act of 1900, which gave exclusive ownership to the
indigenous people. The various ways the different groups dealt with land right issues
were never documented, however." (Rawoo 2000, p.37)

For an overview of the Bangladesh Government’s position and a full text of the peace
agreement, visit the Bangladesh Government internet site on the peace agreement at
http://www.bangladeshgov.org/pmo/agreement/agre_ind.htm

http://www.bangladeshgov.org/pmo/agreement/agre_ind.htm
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 The slow implementation of the Peace Accord threatens to derail the peace process
(2000-2001)

•  The CHT Regional Council only became operational in May 1999
•  The Land Commission, which would have an essential role in the economic rehabilitation of

returning refugees and internally displaced, is still not operational
•  General distrust among the indigenous population of the government’s willingness to implement

the peace agreement
•  The Peace Accord is opposed by both the Bangladesh main political opposition party, which sees

the accord as a loss of Bangladesh sovereignty and some indigenous opposition groups
•  Chairman of the CHT Regional Council claims that the Government is failing to implement the

Peace Accord and threatens to go back to bush war

"The accord promised the Chakmas restitution of their land, greater participation in
government, and a reduction in the Bangladesh military presence in the CHT.

The government did not fully honor those promises. Some returnees were able to reclaim
their land, but estimates of those who could not ranged from fifteen to fifty percent or
more. The government reportedly did little to help them do so. A Chakma representative
told USCR that as many as 20,000 of the returnees living with friends and relatives or in
public buildings could be considered internally displaced.

The government also did not reduce its military presence in the CHT, drop pending
criminal charges against former Shanti Bahini members, or move toward devolving some
powers to local groups, as promised.
[…]
"Following the 1997 peace accord, the government formed a task force to address the
rehabilitation needs of the displaced. At the end of 1999, however, the task force had not
acted on their behalf." (USCR 2000)

"This [land] commission is to function as a special tribunal for the return of land taken
away from the tribal people by the Bengali settlers or the security forces. The commission
was officially formed by the government after the signing of the accord but as of mid-
1999, it had not met and the details of its terms of reference had not been drawn up.
According to reports, after the death of the commission's chairman, Justice (Rtd.)
Anwarul Haq Chowdhury, the government had not appointed a new chairman."(AI
February 2000, section 5.4)

"The post-armed-conflict situation is characterized by many uncertainties, tensions and
diverging interests – between the national government and the regional council, between
larger ethnic groups and smaller ethnic groups, between rival factions in the leadership,
and between the indigenous groups and the Bengali settlers within local communities. In
the Chittagong Hill Tracts there is general distrust—of the national government’s
strategies for developing the region, and of the continuing presence of the military. These
parties are thought to be interested only in exploiting the rich resources of the region,
which include timber, oil and tourism. There is a general feeling among the indigenous
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people that they should be consulted in the decision-making related to the peace process
and to development policies." (Rawoo, 2000, p.18)

"Although the government has amended existing laws to provide for the implementation
of the peace accord, the accord is facing a number of difficulties which require urgent and
continued attention. The first one is the slow pace of implementation by the government.
Concern over this has been raised by the international community, by the human rights
groups in and outside Bangladesh, and by the tribal people of the Chittagong Hill Tracts,
at times threatening to derail the peace process altogether.

The second issue is that the accord is not recognized by the main opposition party, the
BNP led by Begum Khaleda Zia. Although the process of achieving peace in the
Chittagong Hill Tracts began at the time of the BNP government, the BNP has distanced
itself from the accord which was finalized under the Awami League government, amid
fears that should a future BNP government take office, it may seek to repeal the Awami
League enacted legislation that uphold the accord.

Sadly, the peace accord has like many other important issues in the country been caught
in the cross confrontation of Bangladesh party politics. The government has not missed
the opportunity to utilize it as a mark of its own success; and the opposition has not
missed the opportunity to decry the accord as a mark of the government's failure.

The BNP has on occasions staged street protests against the peace accord which it
considers to be a loss of Bangladesh sovereignty. The BNP's boycott of the parliament
meant that it did not take part in the debate or the vote on the accord related legislation. A
move to guarantee the accord through constitutional provisions would have gone some
way to allay fears of its arbitrary derailment in the future, but the government has not
moved in that direction.

A third issue is the position of the disaffected political groups in the Chittagong Hill
Tracts who consider the accord to have failed to respond to their aspiration of full
autonomy. These include Pahari Gano Parishad (PGP or Hill Peoples Council), Pahari
Chattra Parishad (PCP or Hill Students Council) and Hill Women Federation (HWF)
who argue that the accord has failed to ''reflect the genuine hopes and aspirations of the
peoples of the Chittagong Hill Tracts and has failed to fulfill the main demands of the
Jumma people namely, constitutional recognition to the national ethnic minorities of the
CHT with guarantee for Full Autonomy [sic], restoration of traditional land rights,
demilitarisation of the area, and withdrawal and resettlement of the Bengali settlers in the
plain land.''(AI February 2000, section 5)

The situation in CHT remains tense throughout 1999 and 2000:
"In May, tribal leader Shantu Larma finally took charge of the interim Chittagong Hill
Tracts Regional Council, after delays caused by disagreement over three government-
nominated members. AI delegates who visited the area in May found that almost two
years after the signing of a peace accord, some of its main provisions had not been
implemented. These included the rehabilitation of all returned refugees, settlement of
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land confiscated from the tribal people, and withdrawal of non-permanent army camps
from the Chittagong Hill Tracts.

Tension between pro- and anti-peace accord tribal groups and between tribal inhabitants
and Bengali settlers often erupted into violence. At least six people were killed and
dozens injured as the different groups clashed with each other." (AI 2000, Bangladesh)

"Tribal people have had a marginal ability to influence decisions concerning the use of
their lands. The 1997 Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT) Peace Accord has been in effect for 2
years, and has ended 25 years of insurgency in the CHT. The situation in the CHT was
peaceful at year's end. Former insurgent leader Shantu Larma accepted a position as
Regional Council Chairman in May, allowing formation of the long-stalled body to go
forward. However, there is still confusion regarding the overlapping responsibilities of
government bodies with responsibilities in the Hill Tracts. The Land Commission that is
to deal with land disputes between tribals and Bengali settlers was established during the
year, but had not begun operating. Tribal leaders also have expressed disappointment at
the lack of progress in providing assistance to tribals that left the area during the
insurgency." (U.S. DOS, February 2000, Bangladesh)

"Dissatisfaction with the government's failure to comply fully with the terms of the peace
accord led to the formation of a new Chakma opposition group, the United People's
Democratic Front (UPDF), and to dissent within the Chakma community, including
attacks by some radicalized Chakma elements against former Shanti Bahini leaders."
(USCR 2000)

The Peace Accord has been challenged by the Chairman of the CHT Regional
Council:

"Disputes have arisen over proposed land settlement deals between the native Chakma
tribes and the Bengali settlers in the region. The chairman of the CHT Regional Council,
Shantu Larma accused "a section of the government " of obstructing the implementation
of the Accord and complained that rehabilitation efforts for 50% of the tribal people who
had returned from camps in India since the agreement, and for 80% of those who had
been internally displaced, had stalled. There had also been complaints over the pace of
withdrawal of the Bangladesh Army from the region.

Moreover, activists of the Prashir Sanchay – a tribal group which vows to liberate the
CHT area and has condemned the Parbattya Chattagram Jana Sanghati Samiti (PCJSS)
for settling for less – continued to create law and order problems in the CHT. On
November 17, they killed two PCJSS leaders in Khagrachari district. On September 7,
Bengali settlers in the Rangamati district and some political leaders belonging to BNP
and Jamaat-i-Islami demanded that the Shanti Bahini leaders, including Shantu Larma,
be punished and the CHT Accord be scrapped. Long-term prospects for peace in the area,
consequently, remain uncertain." (SATP, 2000)
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"The Chairman of the CHT Regional Council (CHTRC), Mr. J. B. Larma alias Shanto
Larma, who is also the chief of the Chittagong Hill Tracts Jana Sanghati Samity
(PCJSS), recently threatened to go back to bush war owing to what he termed as the
``failure of the Government'' to implement the peace accord.

Mr. Larma, who enjoys the status of a State Minister, said that ``despite our utmost
sincerity'' some sections of the Government did not want that the accord, which had
ended the bush war, be implemented.

But the statement by Mr. Larma invited quick protest not only from the Minister for
Chittagong Hill Tracts Affairs, Mr. Kalparanjan Chakma, but also other top tribal leaders,
including Mr. Bir Bahadur, MP. They described Mr. Larma's comments as `irresponsible''
and said the Government was sincere in implementing the remaining clauses of the
accord which remained unimplemented." (The Hindu, 16 November 2000)

"On May 20, 2000, the Chairman of the CHT Regional Council (CHTRC) Jyotindra
Larma, who is also the chief of the Parbattya Chhatagram Jana Sanghati Samiti
(Chittagong Hill Tracts United People’s Party), held a rally in Dhaka and threatened to
launch a movement if the peace accord was not implemented in its entirety.
Consequently, Prime Minister Hasina announced the first-ever review meeting of
development activities in Chittagong. On the other hand, Bengali settlers, a majority of
whom settled in the region at the behest of various military regimes in Bangladesh, are
concerned about their rights to reside and earn a livelihood in the region. There also
exists a strong constituency within Bangladesh that is opposed to the CHT Accord on the
ground that it is inherently discriminatory in nature as it allows the tribals to posses
exclusive rights to own property in the area and to contest in elections to the local
government while denying the similar rights to the citizens from other parts of the
country."(SATP 2001)

The frustration among the tribal population is clearly expressed in this report from
meetings between the UN Special Rapporteur for Religious Freedom and indigenous
community representatives in May 2000:

"With respect to implementation of the Accord, all indigenous community representatives
consulted by the Special Rapporteur lamented the obstacle, and the delays that had been
built up. Doubts had even been expressed as to whether the Government genuinely
desired to make the Accord succeed. Of primary concern in this context was the fact that
the government had not transferred to the Regional Council the majority of the powers
provided for under the Accord, thus rendering the Council inoperative. As a result, the
government continued to administer the Chittagong Hill Tracts directly (through its local
representatives, the Deputy Commissioner and the army). Mention was also made of the
delay in the setting up of the Land Commission (two and a half years) and in the return of
land ; the fact that a large part of the military presence had been maintained ; and the fact
that rehabilitation of displaced persons and refugees was still incomplete. It was further
noted that Bengalis continue d to be settled in the Chittagong Hill Tracts. Although this
process had not been planned by the Government, it did benefit from assistance provided
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by local authorities (distribution of food rations and allocation of housing) and Muslim
extremists. Because of the lack of arable land in the Chittagong Hill Tracts, it was stated
that apart from the Bengalis who were settled during the British period, and the few
Bengalis who had settled legally, the rest of the Bengali population should return their
land to the indigenous population and be resettled outside the region. It was explained
that this was a precondition for any reconciliation between the authorities and the
Bengalis, because the land was key to the survival and identity of the indigenous peoples
in the region, and the essential and fundamental means for guaranteeing their survival an
identity."(UN GA August 2000, para. 71)
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POPULATION PROFILE AND FIGURES

Estimates of the internally displaced population in the CHT

 The Government Task Force on CHT says 128,000 are internally displaced (2000)

•  The government CHT Task Force finalized figures for internally displaced at the end of 1999 at
90,208 tribal and 38,156 non-tribal internally displaced persons

•  Amnesty International and USCR do not include the non-tribal population in their estimates
•  Unknown source estimates that 250,000 people were internally displaced at the peak of the

conflict

The government CHT Task Force includes settlers who had to leave the land upon
return by the indigenous population:

"The government CHT Task Force has finalised the figures for tribal (90,208) and non-
tribal (38,156) internally displaced persons in the region." (IFRC, 2000, p.3)

The USCR estimate does not include the non-tribal population:

"An estimated 80,000 Chakmas and other Jumma peoples were internally displaced in
Bangladesh, including some 20,000 former refugees in India who had repatriated in
recent years." (USCR 2000)

Amnesty International uses the following criteria to define the number of IDPs:

"People displaced between August 1975 and August 1992 are considered IDPs. Some
60,000 tribal people were internally displaced during this period. They included people
whose villages were attacked, whose neighbours were massacred and whose homes were
burnt during army operations. They left everything behind for safer areas moving to
neighbouring villages, to relatives or started anew in the forest interior. The settlers
confiscated their land and in many instances obtained official certificates of ownership.
Internally displaced tribals represent a significant portion of the tribal population and
their rehabilitation will continue to be a major task." (AI February 2000, section 5.3)

The information below has been copied from a (unsourced) webpage which  gives
information about a range of issues related to the conflict in the CHT:
http://www.angelfire.com/ab/jumma/udwar.html

"Since 1971 the Bangladesh military and the settlers perpetrated 13 major massacres in
which 6,009 (10% of population) indigenous Jumma people were killed. From December
1971 to December 1997 about l0,000(l2%) houses of the Jumma people were burnt down,

http://www.angelfire.com/ab/jumma/udwar.html
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1,000 women were raped, 72,090 (12%) indigenous Jumma people had to seek assylum
[sic] as refugees in India, 250,090 (42%) Jumma people were internlly displaced and
approximately 24,000 (4%) Jumma people lost their lives due to extra judicial executions,
massacres, tortures, illnesses, starvations etc." (unsourced webpage)
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PATTERNS OF DISPLACEMENT

General

 The indigenous population sought refuge in towns or hid in the forest (2000)

"… more than two decades of protected conflict in the form of insurgency and counter-
insurgency operation in the Chittagong Hill Tracts, south-eastern part of Bangladesh
displaced more than 50% of hill peoples' population. During the conflicting period at
least twelve massacres upon the hill peoples were committed by Bangladesh armed
forces. As result of this conflict a kind of centrifugal and centripetal tendency of
population displacement was observed. Just to avoid the conflict and atrocities of
government military some groups of hill people silently moved toward the small towns
and administrative centers while others moved toward the deep forest and compel to live
a kind of nomadic existence. In 1986 at the height of the conflict 60,000 of them had
become refugee in Tripura state of India." (Chakma, February 2000)
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PHYSICAL SECURITY & FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT

Protection concerns during return

 Forcible eviction of returnees from their temporary shelter (1999)

"On August 20, 1999 at about 4 P.M. the Khagra Chari district administration with the
help of police personnel evicted 12 families of the repatriated Jumma refugees who took
shelter at Dighinala Model government Primary School nearly two years back. A total of
41 families of the Jumma repatriated refugees were allowed to take temporary shelter at
different primary schools to be used as the "Transit Camps" until rehabilitation to their
respective villages." (Jumma Peoples Alliance 1999)
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SUBSISTENCE NEEDS (HEALTH NUTRITION AND SHELTER)

General

 The situation for internally displaced tribal population remained unresolved at the end
of 1999 (2000)

"The situation of more than 60,000 Chakmas and other Jummas who became internally
displaced during the last three decades also remained unresolved at year's end. Many still
did not have access to land, education, and other social services. "Most of these displaced
people are now living in remote and inhospitable hill and forest areas without a decent
livelihood and with no access to health care facilities," said a report to the UN Working
Group on Indigenous Populations." (USCR 2000)

"IDPs reportedly continue to have little access to farming lands, non-farm dwellings, safe
drinking water and sanitation facilities, healthcare and education. The economic
rehabilitation of the IDPs has not yet begun in earnest." (AI February 2000, section 5.3)

Health and Nutrition

 Displaced people in Chittagong Hill Tracts in bad shape due to food and medicine
shortage (1999)

•  Serious food shortage for the internally displaced population in Sajek Valley, CHT
•  Internally displaced population in Sajek Valley reported that they had to live off wild jungle

potatoes due to lack of proper food

"At least 30 internally displaced persons (IDPs) died in the April-May period last year in
Chittagong Hill Tracts due to food and medicine shortage, a conference in the city was
told yesterday." (Daily Star, February 16, 1999)

"Officials in Bangladesh been discussing how to assist people who were internally
displaced during the conflict in the Chittagong Hill Tracts region and may be dangerously
short of food.

The authorities have flown in some food by helicopter, but it was insufficient and there
are unconfirmed reports that several people have died of starvation.
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It is estimated that 50,000-100,000 tribal people were displaced during the conflict, and
another 75,000 fled to neighbouring India as refugees.

Reports from remote border areas of the hill tracts say up to 10,000 tribal people may be
dangerously short of food.

These are mostly internally displaced people who say they were forced to move to
inaccessible hill slopes after Bengali settlers took over their land at the height of the
conflict. "The pressure of extra population has caused the fertility of the land to drop over
the years and these people are now said to be surviving off wild potatoes alone.
[…]
Local leaders say several people have died as a result of starvation, though there's no
official confirmation of this.

These are areas with no roads and poor communication, at least 12 hours walk to the
nearest market. The authorities have distributed emergency food rations by helicopter in
Thanchhi and Sajek, but it has not been enough." (BBC News, 27 June, 1998)

The first ever conference on internal displacement in Bangladesh was organized in
Dhaka in 1999:

"Presenting a paper at the conference on IDPs, an expert called for immediate attention to
internally displaced persons living in the hill districts, especially those in difficult terrain,
as they are highly vulnerable to food shortage.

"The most immediate problem at present is making sure that the IDPs of Sajek do not
suffer again from the food shortage in 1999, as they did in 1998. Priority needs to be
given to the IDPs, as they are already the weakest and most vulnerable of all the hill
communities", said Ina Hume, CHT Planning Advisor of CIDA. Sajek Valley in
Baghaichhari thana of Rangamati district is home to 7,500 out of a total of 100,000 IDPs
in CHT.

Presenting her case study on Sajek Valley, Ina Hume said, people in the locality had
reported that they were having live off wild jungle potatoes due to lack of proper food or
adequate. She added that the Baghaichhari thana health complex had been without a
doctor for eight years." (Daily Star, 16 Feb 1999)

"A Doctors Without Borders exploratory mission last week visited the Chittagong Hill
Tracts in Bangladesh, an area which until recently was closed to all aid organizations. As
the result of a peace agreement, some 60,000 tribal people have returned there since last
December after spending 30 years in exile in India. The displaced populations have yet to
receive land allocations and monthly food rations promised in the peace accord. Doctors
Without Borders has visited all the area healthcare institutions and evaluated current
healthcare needs. The clinics appear to be suffering from a shortage of medical personnel
and drugs. Malaria in its most serious form poses the greatest health risk to the tribal
population. Doctors Without Borders is launching a program at a regional health clinic
that is visited by both tribal and Bengali patients." (DWB 23 August 1998)
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ISSUES OF FAMILY UNITY, IDENTITY AND CULTURE

General

 Religion is seen as one reason for the delay of the implementation of the Peace
Accord (2000-2001)

•  Concern among the indigenous population that failure to implement the Peace Accord threatens
the survival of the cultural and religious identity of indigenous populations

•  A consequence of the emergence of extremist  parties in Bangladesh politics is that the State
appears more sensitive to the interests of the Muslim majority

"[…], it seems that the key common denominator with regard to the problems described
is the exploitation of religion for political ends.  The involvement of extremist religious
parties in Bangladesh politics and the use of Islam as a stepping stone to power has led to
the adoption of a similar strategy by other political parties.  Another consequence is that
the State appears more sensitive to the interests of the Muslim majority.  For non-Muslim
minorities and ethnic groups, this is reflected in a number of obstacles to access to public-
sector jobs, especially positions of responsibility, and lukewarm financial support for
their religious community institutions and the teaching of their religion in public schools.
The same approach appears to be the reason for the delays in the full implementation of
the Peace Accord in favour of the ethnic communities of the Chittagong Hill Tracts."
(CHR 13 February 2001)

"Apart from the issue of the implementation of the Peace Accord, with respect to the
situation of indigenous peoples in the field of freedom of religion, most of those
consulted [in the CHT] said that they had been able to practise their religious activities
freely since the end of the armed conflict. It was also mentioned that the army had
stopped destroying indigenous places of worship.
[…]
Mr. Shantu Larma, one of the main spokespersons for the ethnic communities in the
Chittagong Hill Tracts, and President of the Regional Council, said that the failure to
implement the Peace Accord, as well as the incidents reported above, threatened the
survival of the cultural and religious identity of indigenous populations. He noted that
between 1947 and the present, the Bengali Muslim population in the Chittagong Hill
Tracts had risen from 2.7 per cent to 50 per cent, and called upon the UN to persuade the
Bangladeshi Government to grant the independence necessary for the preservation of
indigenous populations, their culture, traditions, and religion, and thereby to ensure full
implementation of the 1997 Accord."  (UN GA August 2000, paras.72 and 73)
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PROPERTY ISSUES

Restitution of land and other property

 A major problem is to determine the ownership of tribal land (1999-2000)

•  A major problem is to determine the ownership of tribal land
•  A substantial number of returning refugees have not regained possession of their land and

therefore become internally displaced
•  Several temples and tribal villages are occupied by non-tribal people

"One major problem is to determine the ownership of tribal land. This ranges from
privately registered land and lands under customary and prescriptive ownership neither of
which is marked in public records." (AI February 2000, section 5.3)

"The Land Commission, which is authorised to settle the appropriation of tribal lands, is
yet to start functioning. The returnee Jumma refugees are yet to get back their lands.
Wherever, the Government has returned the lands to the tribals, Bengali settlers have
refused to vacate them in connivance with the army. The Bangladesh Government has
only withdrawn about 40 army camps out of approximately 500 camps. On the other
hand, the Government of Bangladesh provides free rations to a large number of Bengali
settlers in the Chittagong Hill Tracts while the internally displaced Jummas live in a state
of near starvation." (SAHRDC 16 March 2000)

"The majority of the repatriated tribal refugees have been able to regain possession of
their lands with assistance from the government and through peaceful personal efforts or
legal means. However, a substantial number [figures not available] of Jumma refugees
are still believed to be without land. Many have not received all the items in the
repatriation package including several temples or tribal villages currently occupied by the
non-tribal people." (AI February 2000, section )

 "… Mr. Dipankar Talukder, M.P. Chairman of Task Force on Rehabilitation of the
Repatriated Jumma Refugees claimed on November 07,1998 after a two-day visit in
Dighinala and Manikchari that over 90% of rehabilitation program has successfully been
completed.

But on July 26, 1999, Mr. Upendra Lal Chakma, Chairman of the Tribal Refugees'
Welfare Association and former M.P said that the tribal refugees were not properly
rehabilitated even after one and half a year of their repatriation from India due to
bureaucratic complexities.

Mr. Chakma said that despite a government decision to provide food to the returnee
refugees for six more months, the local administration was not cooperating and as a result
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many peoples are starving now. Some 3,055 families have not yet got back their
cultivable lands and also houses occupied illegally by the settlers, some 40 villages of the
returnee refugees are still under the occupation of the Bangladesh Security Forces and
Bengali settlers. Mr. Upendra Lal Chakma said "the Task force has utterly failed to do its
task, and we have no confidence on the task force". " (Jumma Peoples Alliance
September 1999)
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HUMANITARIAN ACCESS

General

 The Peace Accord creates a more favourable environment for assistance activities in
the CHT (1999-2000)

"The political turbulence which lasted for a little more than two decades (1974-1996) in
CHT have barred development organizations from taking any significant initiative
directed towards the poor in the region. The signing of the Peace Agreement in 1997
created an environment for such ventures in the region." (BRAC 1999)

"MSF is the first aid organization to have permission to work in the region, where unkept
promises of autonomy for the tribal people have resulted in off-and-on low-level conflict.
Access to health care, especially for the non-Bengali population, is limited." (MSF 2000)
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NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL RESPONSES

National response

 The Government has announced a rehabilitation programme for internally displaced
and some local organizations have started development assistance activities in the
CHT (2000)

•  The Government has announced a four-point package programme for the internally displaced
•  BRAC has initiated the Chittagong Hill Tracts Integrated Development Project to empower the

poor of the region, both tribal and non-tribal
•  DUS-Bangladesh has started development activities
•  First conference ever on internal displacement in Bangladesh arranged in Dhaka, February 1999

"A four point package programme has been announced for the internally displaced
persons: the return of their land, writing off loans, provision of long term loans for
income generating activities and cash support of BDT 15,000 to each family." (IFRC,
2000, p.3)

The Global IDP Project has not found documentation on aid targeting internally
displaced persons. However, the following assistance activities have been initiated in
the CHT although it is unknown whether ongoing activities benefit the internally
displaced:

"The political turbulence which lasted for a little more than two decades (1974-1996) in
CHT have barred development organizations from taking any significant initiative
directed towards the poor in the region. The signing of the Peace Agreement in 1997
created an environment for such ventures in the region. BRAC, in early 1998 initiated an
integrated development program in CHT." (BRAC 1999)

"BRAC has initiated the Chittagong Hill Tracts Integrated Development project to
empower the poor of the region, both tribal and non-tribal, through social development,
savings and credit, income generation, health and education programmes. The project
aims to cover around 1.5 million people in all the 25 thanas in the three districts." (BRAC
2000)

"During the last 26 years, there was limited scope to undertake development activities by
any NGOs and government of Bangladesh in CHT. After signing a Peace Treaty by the
government with the Tribal Ethnic Groups, NGOs, donors agencies and government have
started socio-economic and infrastructure development activities in Chittagong Hill
Tracts Region. There is urgent need to maintain food security for the ethnic minority
tribal people conserve and preserve the bio-diversity of the region. Therefore, activities
included are motivation, advocacy through meeting seminars and workshops, training and
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introducing permaculture and Eco-village concept in the region. (Web page of DUS
Bangladesh, 2000)

"The two-day national conference called 'The Internally Displaced Persons in Bangladesh
Towards Developing Research and Policy Agenda', was the first of its kind. The Refugee
and Migratory Movements Research Unit (RMMRU), a Dhaka University based
organization, arranged the meet.

Other panelists at the conference sought for special attention of policy planners on so far
neglected issue of internally displaced persons (IDPs) and called for incorporating causes
of IDPs into policy agenda.

Finding presence of good many IDPs in Bangladesh, discussants expressed the urgency
for land reforms so that the incidents of internal displacements could be minimized."
(Daily Star News, 16 February 1999)

Resolutions by international bodies

 The UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination is concerned about the
human rights situation of the tribal population in Bangladesh (2001)

•  Concerns about reports of human rights violations by security forces present in the Chittagong
Hill Tracts affecting the tribal population

•  Concerns about the slow progress in implementing the Chittagong Hill Tracts Peace Accord

"[...]
4. The Committee welcomes affirmative action programmes undertaken to ensure the
enjoyment of the rights contained in article 5(e) of the Convention, by the socially and
economically disadvantaged groups, in particular the tribal population of the Chittagong
Hill Tracts.
5. The Committee appreciates the signing of the 1997 Chittagong Hill Tracts Peace
Accord and the implementation of certain of its provisions, such as: i) the creation of the
Chittagong Hill Tracts Ministry ii) the establishment of the Chittagong Hill Tracts
Regional Council, and; iii) the establishment of a Land Commission for settlement of
land issues.
[…]

C. Concerns and recommendations
[…]
9. The Committee is concerned about reports of human rights violations by security
forces present in the Chittagong Hill Tracts affecting the tribal population, including
reports of arbitrary arrests and detentions, and ill-treatment. The Committee recommends
the State party to implement effective measures to guarantee to all Bangladeshis, without
distinction based on race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin, the right to security
of person and protection by the State against violence or bodily harm.
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10. Notwithstanding certain positive developments, the Committee is concerned about the
slow progress in implementing the Chittagong Hill Tracts Peace Accord. The Committee
urges the State party to intensify its efforts in this regard and recommends the State party
to provide in its next report details regarding, inter alia, the work of the Chittagong Hill
Tracts Regional Council; the effective results of the work of the established Land
Commission; the repatriation and rehabilitation of refugees and internally displaced
persons in the Chittagong Hill Tracts; the work of the Special Task Force on Internally
Displaced persons; the resettlement of Bengali settlers outside the Chittagong Hill Tracts
pursuant to deliberations of the Land Commission, and the process of withdrawal of
security forces from the Chittagong Hill Tracts." (UN CERD, 2001)

 International Peace Conference on Chittagong Hill Tracts, 24-26 February 1997
Bangkok, Thailand

•  Peace conference with participation from over 20 countries was organised in Bangkok in February
1997 to explore ways of  assisting in the ongoing peace process between the indigenous people
and the Government

•  In the resolution, the fundamental causes of the conflict are among other cited to be the non-
recognition of the distinct identities of the indigenous peoples of Bangladesh, in particular those
of the CHT, and the presence of a large number of Bengali settlers in the CHT

•  The conference call for an effective end to the movement of settlers into the CHT and agreement
by the parties on a programme for their withdrawal

Excerpts of the text of the Bangkok Declaration on Peace in the Chittagong Hill
Tracts:

"Ninety delegates, including observers from diplomatic missions, of some twenty
countries and peoples of Asia, the Pacific, the Americas, Europe, Australia, and
representing over 40 organisations met in Bangkok from 23 to 26 February 1997 to
review the situation in the Chittagong Hill Tracts and to explore ways of assisting in the
process of p1eace and reconciliation between the indigenous Jumma peoples of the
Chittagong Hill Tracts and the government of Bangladesh.
[…]

The participants to the conference,
1. welcome the resumption by the government of Bangladesh and the JSS of peace talks
and their declared intention to resolve the issue by peaceful means through negotiations;
2. concerned about the continuation of the conflict in the Chittagong Hill Tracts and the
resulting suffering of the civilian population;
3. alarmed about persistent violations of human rights; including the high incidence of
rape and other sexual violations;
4. concerned at reports that despite a decision by the government of Bangladesh to stop
the transfer of new settlers to the Chittagong Hill Tracts, settlers continue to arrive
because no measures have been taken to prevent this from occurring;
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5. aware of the great cost to Bangladesh and all its peoples of this conflict;
6. convinced that the human rights violations which occur in the Chittagong Hill Tracts
will not cease unless and until the fundamental causes of the conflict are removed;
7. note that the fundamental causes of the conflict are:
i. denial by the Bangladesh constitution of recognition of the distinct identities of the
indigenous peoples of Bangladesh, in particular those of the Chittagong Hill Tracts;
ii. the presence of a large number of Bengali settlers in the Chittagong Hill Tracts as a
result of the population transfer policy of the government of Bangladesh;
iii. the militarisation of the Chittagong Hill Tracts;
iv. the lack of recognition or implementation of meaningful autonomy for the Chittagong
Hill Tracts;

CALL FOR
1. recognition of the distinct cultural and national identities of the indigenous Jumma
peoples of the Chittagong Hill Tracts and the implementation of effective measures to
protect and promote them through organs of regional autonomy with constitutional
guarantee;
2. an effective end to the movement of settlers into the Chittagong Hill Tracts and
agreement by the parties on a programme for the withdrawal of settlers from the
Chittagong Hill Tracts. Such a programme should respect the human rights of all
concerned, and could include financial incentives or compensation for the persons who
are being relocated;
3. the development of a legally protected system of land titles consistent with their
customary rights which ensures that land ownership reverts and, in the future, remains in
the hands of the Jumma peoples;
4. recognition and the safeguarding of the customary rights of the Jumma peoples to use
and control the land and the natural resources of the Chittagong Hill Tracts;
5. adoption of a time table for the de militarisation of the Chittagong Hill Tracts;
6. recognition of an administrative region with organs of self government, having powers
that are constitutionally guaranteed so that no modification thereof is possible without a
constitutional amendment and without informed agreement by the representative bodies
of the indigenous Jumma peoples of the Chittagong Hill Tracts. The creation of a regional
council, elected democratically by the indigenous Jumma peoples and containing
safeguards for the representation of all the indigenous Jumma peoples of the Chittagong
Hill Tracts, women, and minority residents of the Chittagong Hill Tracts. The council
should have real political powers including budgetary powers to make and execute
decisions;
7. respect for human rights including the rights of women as stipulated in the UN
convention on all forms of discrimination against women.
RECOMMEND

[…]
to the government of Bangladesh
1. to act on its stated acceptance to resettle and rehabilitate the settlers outside the
Chittagong Hill Tracts, making full use of the recommendation of the European
Parliament to make European Commission funds available for this purpose;
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2. to initiate an incremental demilitarisation of the Chittagong Hill Tracts as a
confidenceabuilding measure prior to the conclusion of on going peace negotiations;
3. to dismantle the cluster villages of the Jummas and to extend an invitation to the
Representative of the United Nations Secretary General on Internally Displaced People to
study the full problem of internal displacement of Jumma peoples within the Chittagong
Hill Tracts.
4. to provide un restricted access to the Chittagong Hill Tracts for all national and
international media and international human rights organisations and to invite the United
Nations Thematic Rapporteurs and Working Groups;
5. to provide unrestricted access to humanitarian organisations, including the
International Committee of the Red Cross to the Chittagong Hill Tracts to undertake its
programme of work;…" (UNPO 1998)

International operational activities

 Several agencies and governments have started development activities in the CHT
after the signing of the Peace Accord  (2000)

The Global IDP Project has not found documentation on aid targeting internally
displaced persons. However, the following assistance activities have been initiated in
the CHT although it is unknown whether ongoing activities benefit the internally
displaced:

"A comprehensive programme with credit facilities and logistic supports can sustain
peace and accelerate development in the picturesque Chittagong Hill Tracts region,
[…]
with the peace accord, insurgent activities have stopped and restrictions on free
movements have been withdrawn. Anyone can now come here for a visit.
As a result, donor countries and international development agencies like the World Bank,
UNDP, Danida, UNICEF and UNESCO are evincing keen interests in the development
of CHT with various schemes.
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has already finalised a programme for rural and
social development in the three hill districts [says Chairman of Rangamati Hill District
Development Council, Ching Kew Rouza to Daily Star]." (Daily Star 31 January 2001)

"The MSF clinics have about 1,200 consultations each month. Major health problems in
the region include malaria, respiratory infections, skin diseases and diarrhea." (MSF
2000)

"More than 300,000 poor people, many from tribal ethnic minorities in the Chittagong
Hill Tracts of southeastern Bangladesh, are expected to have higher incomes as a result of
a US$30 million loan approved today by the Asian Development Bank (ADB).
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The Chittagong Hill Tracts Rural Development Project is the first major effort to help the
hill people since two decades of civil strife ended in 1997. People's livelihoods were
severely disrupted and roads and trails deteriorated during the unrest.
[…]

The project will increase the accessibility of isolated people to employment generating
opportunities and social services. It will upgrade existing rural communication
infrastructure, primarily feeder roads, trails, bridges and culverts. Microfinance, training
and other services will be provided to improve the poor's income generating capacity.

As well as attacking poverty in this manner, the project aims to underpin the 1997 peace
accord by empowering local communities to decide what they want and to take part in
projects. A community investment fund will be created to fund small-scale development
activities.

In addition, the project will strengthen the capacity of local government institutions,
nongovernment organizations (NGOs), and beneficiaries to plan and implement local
activities. This will provide a sound institutional capacity for further initiatives. The
project will encourage women to become more involved in decision-making and
enterprise development.

"We'll be tackling the main problems of poor communication, overdependence on
subsistence agriculture, underemployment due to the underdevelopment of the nonfarm
sector, low savings, and poor access to credit and savings facilities," says ADB's Donneth
Walton, who is working on the project.

The ADB loan will finance half the project cost of US$60.3 million. The loan is from the
ADB's Asian Development Fund and is repayable in 32 years with a grace period of 8
years. It carries an interest of 1 percent per annum during the grace period and 1.5 percent
annum thereafter. Co-financing will come from the Danish International Development
Agency, the Palli Karma-Sahayak Foundation, the Government and beneficiaries.

The Ministry of Chittagong Hill Tracts Affairs will be the executing agency for the
project, which is due to be completed in 2008." (ADB, 26 October 2000)

"{Future Danida activities:}Planning sector programme support to the transport sector
was one of the major highlights of 1999. Sector support is expected to embrace regional
roads and secondary roads, as well as river transport. Efforts will concentrate on the five
priority districts and the three new priority districts in Chittagong Hill Tracts. The
proposed sector programme for the transport sector (2000-2005) is scheduled for
adoption in the spring of 2000." (Danida 2000)
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

ADB Asian Development Bank
AI Amnesty International
BRAC Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee
BDRCS Bangladesh Red Crescent Society
CHT Chittagong Hill Tracts
GoB Government of Bangladesh
BDT Bangladesh currency
IFRC International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
MT Metric Tons
PCJSS Parbatya Chattaram Jana Sanghati Samiti (the organization of the tribal

people of the Chittagong Hill Tracts)
RAWOO Netherlands Devlopment Assistance Research Council
SATP South Asia Terrorism Portal
SAHRDC South Asia Human Rights Documentation Centre
UN GA United Nations General Assembly
UNPO Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organisation
USCR US Committee for Refugees
U.S. DOS U.S. Department of State
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